Book

“I turn around and Maddie is gone. That’s how it happens, that quickly.” Sadina’s world is falling
to pieces: Her mother is about to be arrested for a crime she didn’t commit. Her little sister,
Maddie, is sinking into a world of silence. And her best friend Rio is turning into someone she
doesn’t know. Sadina fights the clock to clear her mother’s name, help her sister speak—and find
out the truth about Rio.
“Though pulling characters’ strings and tossing monkey wrenches smack into their paths is a big
writing delight, greater still is the pleasure of seeing how those obstacles help them
metamorphose—into new thoughts, new perspectives, and deeper understandings.” ~Sonia Ellis

Sadina Reyes

Faces ethical dilemmas and
supports her family.

Rio Walker

Loves music and is loyal to
his friends.

Catalina Davis

A desire to get her way can
get her in trouble.

Paulie Reed

His sense of humor relieves
the most anxious moments.

Monica Hamilton

A keen observer who cares
about others’ ideas.

Maddie Reyes

Witness to a crime who can’t
say what she’s thinking.

Author

Sonia Ellis, M.S.E. is the author of the Talk to Me novel and the senior instructional designer for
the Through My Window project. She is a professional writer, editor, and instructional designer
whose published work includes fiction, feature stories, profiles, articles on science and engineering,
marketing literature, and educational modules. Sonia received her bachelor’s degree in chemical
engineering from the University of Pennsylvania and a master’s degree in chemical engineering
from Princeton University.

Project

throughmywindow.org is a multimedia education website that engages children and young teens
in engineering through the use of imaginative story. Talk to Me, a full-length young adult
mystery novel, is the centerpiece of the educational website. Learners enter the world of the
Talk to Me characters through interactive online learning adventures that deeply explore
engineering concepts introduced in the novel. Talk to Me can be read online at
throughmywindow.org free of charge. It is also available for purchase in paperback.

Specs

Grades 4-8
144 Pages, 32 Chapters
ISBN 978-1619338821
Purchase the book: fastpencil.com/publications/7207-Talk-to-Me
Free Online Audiobook: throughmywindow.org/content/talk-me-audio-book
Free Online Spanish Translation: coming soon
Companion Website: throughmywindow.org
Standards-Aligned Educator Resources: teamthroughmywindow.org
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